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True to their trade, Military Cyber Professionals are forward-thinking, collaborative and open-minded. This has certainly been on full display in the development of this journal. Beginning with the vision established two years ago by MCPA founder, Major Joe Billingsley, USA, *Military Cyber Affairs* would like to applaud several individuals and organizations without whom this premiere issue would not have been published. Their recognition of the need for an independent, scholarly forum to serve the Military Cyber community combined with their passion to deliver made the difference in bringing this journal to fruition.

Senior Editor Randy Borum provided critical guidance early on and specifically introduced us to the University of South Florida (USF) Scholar Commons. USF Scholar Commons is an open access institutional repository built on the Berkeley Electronic Press Digital Commons platform and part of the Digital Commons Network. USF Scholar Commons gave *Military Cyber Affairs* a home and we thank Carol Borchert in particular for helping us establish our digital footprint.

Managing Editor Martin Carlisle and Associate Editor, Major Andrew Sellers, USAF, did the heavy lifting in collecting submissions, interacting with authors, assigning reviewers, collecting reviews and rereviews, and managing the online portal in general. Their persistence and leadership provided the backbone upon which this journal developed.

*Military Cyber Affairs* extends it gratitude to the members of our Editorial Board for their sage advice as well as all those who contributed peer reviews. These contributions are the lifeblood of the journal and allow us to ensure a high degree of intellectual rigor in our content.

We specifically thank Admiral Michael Rogers, USN, for taking the time to capture his thoughts and deliver the opening charge to our community. Additionally, we thank Captain William Lintz, USN, for his role in shepherding the Admiral’s words through the requisite oversight and review processes.
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We sincerely hope you are enlightened, inspired and informed by the ensuing articles but most importantly are motivated to contribute examples of your own research for future issues. Enjoy!
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